The intelligent devices in Internet of Things (IoT) not only provide services but also consider how to allocate heterogeneous resources and reduce resource consumption and service time as far as possible. This issue becomes crucial in the case of large-scale IoT environments. In order for the IoT service system to respond to multiple requests simultaneously and provide Pareto optimal decisions, we propose an immune-endocrine system inspired hierarchical coevolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithm (IE-HCMOA) in this paper. In IE-HCMOA, a multiobjective immune algorithm based on global ranking with vaccine is designed to choose superior antibodies. Meanwhile, we adopt clustering in top population to make the operations more directional and purposeful and realize self-adaptive searching. And we use the human forgetting memory mechanism to design two-level memory storage for the choice problem of solutions to achieve promising performance. In order to validate the practicability and effectiveness of IE-HCMOA, we apply it to the field of agricultural IoT service. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can obtain the best Pareto, the strongest exploration ability, and excellent performance than nondominated neighbor immune algorithms and NSGA-II. He has co-authored over 200 peer-reviewed journal and conference papers and has been granted eight patents on evolutionary optimization. His current research interests include computational intelligence, computational neuroscience, computational systems biology, nature-inspired, and real-world-driven problem-solving. She has published over 100 technical papers and three research monographs. Her current research interests include machine vision, image processing, robot control, intelligent control, and digitized textile technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
I NTERNET of Things (IoT) has quietly entered a multiple intelligence industry. Today, in advocating energy savings and environmental protection, the configuration optimization of IoT resources has become an urgent problem to be solved.
There are many artificial intelligence algorithms for resource scheduling [1] , [2] , which, however, were developed for specific applications and not well suited for solving IoT service problems studied in this paper. As a service [3] , we will regard the entire layout of IoT as a service system. The solution to the resources optimization allocation problem of service-oriented networked collaborative equipment is a very complex issue, which belongs to a typical NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem [4] . The question is: How to minimize the consumption of resources, and shorten the service time? In other words, how can multiple optimal services in enormous candidate sets be selected to meet the above objectives? So it is going to be a challenging multiobjective optimization problem.
Many researchers have attempted to solve the problems of multiobjective service selection in web services. Trummer et al. [5] presented the first approximation scheme for multiobjective quality-driven service selection. Chen et al. [6] launched research on multiobjective optimization of quality of service (QoS). They introduced Pareto set model for QoS-aware service composition. Wagner et al. [7] proposed an approach that supported decision makers in finding robust, QoS optimized service compositions using clustering. In our previous research work [8] - [10] , we implemented adaptive web service composition inspired by the neuroendocrine-immune system. However, the above work focused on web service composition based on QoS.
IoT services, whose features are large-scale, heterogeneity, unreliability, and dynamic in nature, are different from web services. An important challenge to address in the domain of IoT services composition is the development of efficient services selection algorithms for optimal management of both energy and QoS [11] . This issue becomes crucial in the case of large-scale IoT environments composed of thousands of distributed entities. Jin et al. [12] stated that IoT is a paradigm in which real-world physical things can be connected to the Internet and provide services through the computing devices attached. A three-layer QoS scheduling model for serviceoriented IoT was proposed by Li et al. [13] . The sensing as a service [14] model is expected to be built on top of the IoT infrastructure and services [15] . Then, Angelakis et al. [4] assigned services to interfaces with heterogeneous resources and produced optimal solutions for this computationally hard problem.
From the analysis of the above literature, other approaches dealing with services selection were mostly unaware of energy issues, or they noted the minimum energy consumption but only as a unilateral goal. There are very few studies on multiobjective optimization in the context of IoT service, especially considering the equipment energy consumption and service time. It is necessary to develop a multiobjective optimization algorithm for IoT services, which can offer more practical value, for example, intelligentized facility agriculture and industrial manufacture.
Evolutionary multiobjective optimization (EMO) has become one of the mainstream research directions in the field of evolutionary computation [16] . Zhou et al. [16] made a comprehensive review of the modern multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs). Typical multiobjective optimization algorithms based on artificial immune systems include multiobjective immune algorithm (MOIA) [17] , constrained MOIA [18] , an artificial immune network for multiobjective optimization (called vector immune system) [19] , nondominated neighbor immune algorithm (NNIA) [20] , and so on. Besides, in terms of vaccine, Jiao and Wang [21] proposed the immune genetic algorithm and gave strategies of selecting vaccines and constructing an immune operator. Woldemariam and Yen [22] emulated a biological notion in vaccines to promote exploration in the search space. In recent years, a novel immune clonal algorithm for multiobjective optimization was proposed in [23] . A degeneration recognizing clonal selection algorithm for multimodal optimization was designed in [24] . A new multiclass clustering method based on maximum margin clustering algorithm and immune evolutionary algorithm was proposed in [25] . In addition, some literatures [26] - [28] focused on local search strategies. An auxiliary local improvement operator (convergence acceleration operator) [26] was introduced, and hill climber with sidestep [27] was designed for the local search. In [28] , a new multiobjective optimization framework based on nondominated sorting and local search was introduced. Li et al. [29] adopted a novel ranking strategy called global margin ranking which deployed the position information of individuals in objective space to gain the margin of dominance throughout the population.
Furthermore, in order to consider the coordination between the population and environment, and population and population in the evolutionary process, coevolutionary mechanism has been introduced into the immune optimization algorithm, and good results have been obtained for solving combinatorial optimization problems [30] . The competition model and cooperative model are two important models in the coevolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithm (CMOA). The coevolutionary algorithm based on cooperative model has achieved great success in solving single objective optimization problem [31] . Tan et al. [32] presented a cooperative coevolutionary algorithm (CCEA) for multiobjective optimization, which was capable of maintaining archive diversity by dynamic sharing and extending operator. They also [33] proposed competitive-cooperation coevolutionary algorithm. Multiple subpopulations, respectively, optimized the part of decision variables. The difference is that the mapping relationship between each subpopulation and the decision variables are not fixed but determined by competitive results. The work [34] and [35] also employed coevolutionary technique and multiple populations for multiobjective optimization. Based on immune system model, several subpopulations evolved using different evolutionary strategies [36] , [37] . An immune coevolutionary algorithm with two stages was designed to search the optimal balanced partitions by Hu et al. [38] . They also [39] proposed a coevolutionary immune algorithm for garment matching problem, introducing dominance affinity and distance affinity. Shang et al. [40] - [42] proposed CCEAs for multiobjective capacitated arc routing problem. Tian et al. [43] employed two subpopulations that were cooperatively coevolved using the coevolutionary algorithm to achieve a better global optimality for the estimated radial basis function neural network. Mu et al. [44] proposed a novel coevolutionary mechanism based on elite strategy, where elite individuals were used to guide the search. In [45] , a framework named hyper MOEA was proposed. The size of subpopulation was adjusted according to the corresponding MOEA's performance. Wang and Tang [46] adopted multiple subpopulations, and used clustering and statistical methods to guide the generation of new population and the local search. Moreover, some researchers decomposed a multiobjective optimization problem in a collaborative manner [47] , [48] . In addition, inspired by the mammalian endocrine system, an artificial endocrine controller for power management was designed in robotic systems [49] . In [50] , the endocrine mechanism was introduced to regulate cooperative coevolution among the particles.
The aforementioned research work usually adopts multipopulation to implement coevolution; nevertheless it is rare to organize the population in a hierarchical way. Meanwhile, little has been done to embed the endocrine regulation mechanism into the evolution of subpopulations in MOIA, while there is a natural synergy between the immune system and the endocrine system [51] . Thus, the main motivation of this paper is to simulate the functions of immune-endocrine system and map these mechanisms to the coevolution of multiple populations, so as to more efficiently solve the multiobjective optimization of IoT service problems. Inspired by the existing achievements and the human immune-endocrine mechanism, we propose an immune-endocrine system inspired hierarchical CMOA (IE-HCMOA) in this paper. IE-HCMOA employs the hierarchical structure, i.e., foundation layer and top layer, which evolves and learns from the ideas similar to previous elite strategy but not the same. It can provide optimal nondominated decision-making for service-oriented resource The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 1) Inspired by the endocrine regulation mechanism, an endocrine-based strategy is designed and embedded in the subpopulation evolution process, which can guide efficient cooperative interactions among subpopulations and assist the top population toward global optimal solutions. 2) The human forgetting memory mechanism is introduced into the evolution of the top population, which successfully solves the choice problem of nondominated solutions (NDSs). 3) Using clustering and statistical method during the evolution process, different components operated on x-axis and y-axis are proposed, which can make the operations more directionally and purposefully. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the multiobjective optimization model of IoT service. Section III proposes IE-HCMOA, and details search mechanisms and strategies. The performances of the proposed approaches are evaluated and discussed in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper.
II. MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION MODEL OF IOT SERVICE

A. IoT Service Model
IoT is a bridge connecting the physical world and the information world. The physical world has a large number of pervasively distributed and interconnected smart objects (devices, sensors, actuators, appliances, etc.). In this autoorganized or intelligent IoT environment, sensors will capture potentially enormous amounts of data, which is then sent to the information world. These data streams can be analyzed and denoted as service requests, and then smart devices offer them a multitude of appropriate quality services.
The question is how to select the best matching services for multiple requests to minimize the consumption of resources, and shorten the service time? As to the above problem, Fig. 1 describes the IoT service model based on the proposed algorithm in this paper. IoT service region is a served object with layout of the sensing devices, which belong to different kinds of sensors, coding them A, B, C, etc. There are many sensors in each kind of sensor, e.g., A, coding them A1, A2, A3, etc. Monitored data converge into service requests streams and arrive at IoT service platform via the network layer. First, the platform analyzes and categorizes the requests data by its type. Next, it invokes IE-HCMOA which runs by three stages.
1) Search a variety of possible matching services schemes in enormous available candidate services sets. 2) Compute the total cost and service time of each scheme in each generation of evolution. 3) Solve NDSs and obtain Pareto optimal services selection schemes. Then IoT service platform notifies the selected smart devices according to specific job requirements. It is worth noting that there are thousands of intelligent devices in a large server-side, which act as service providers. Finally, the selected devices provide services for this IoT service region. The whole process realizes the unsupervised intelligent management.
To describe the IoT service model clearly, a service request is expressed as a four-tuple, whose definition is represented as follows:
where Request_id indicates the unique identification code of the service request. Type indicates the type of request, which is due to heterogeneous devices which produce various requests. Workload depends on collected data from all kinds of sensors. Location represents geographical coordinates of the request.
When a service provider accepts the response of service request, it is expressed as a six-tuple, whose definition is shown as follows:
(Service_id, Type, u, e, δ, Location)
where Service_id indicates the unique identification code of the service provider. Type denotes the type of service. u indicates the using state of the service. e represents the unit energy consumption. δ denotes the ability value. Location represents the geographical coordinates of the service.
B. Multiobjective Optimization Model
In order to select service providers reasonably and assign the workload of the service requests, we design a multiobjective optimization model aiming to make the final energy consumption of system resources and service time minimum.
Assume that there are N available services and M requests per unit time; we obtain a bi-objective function F as shown in (1) , which is to minimize the total service cost and the service time
where
In (2), dist(s i , r j ) shows the transmission cost between service s i and request r j , and we use Euclidean metric to calculate it, as shown in (4) . ec(s i , r j ) shows the cost of energy consumption between service s i and request r j , as shown in (5) dist
where p i denotes the quotient of workload distributed to service i. workload j is the workload of request j. e i represents the unit energy consumption of service i. A service provider is only assigned to one request in a moment.
In (3), ST i of each service i depends on the amount of work done and its own ability δ i , as shown in (6) . The number of all the required services should be less than the total number of available services. If not, part of the requests must be waiting.
x ij represents that whether service i is assigned to request j. Corresponding constraints are given in (7) and (8) 
III. HIERARCHICAL COEVOLUTIONARY IMMUNE-ENDOCRINE ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce the proposed IE-HCMOA for the multiobjective optimization of IoT service as shown in Fig. 2 . IE-HCMOA is inspired by the existing mechanism of human immune-endocrine system.
There is a natural synergy between the immune system and the endocrine system [51] . When a harmful foreign matter (i.e., antigen) strikes an organism, a series of immune reactions occur in the immune system, which is the process of immune response. During this process, immune regulation makes immune response maintain an appropriate intensity to ensure the stability of the internal environment. It includes: 1) interactions among immune cells; 2) the regulation between the immune system and other systems (e.g., nervous system and endocrine system); 3) positive regulation between immune complexes and antigen presenting cells; and 4) the regulation of antibody affinity.
The origin of the structure of IE-HCMOA draws on two aspects among them. One is the regulating effect of immune cells, which maps the hierarchical structure; the other is regulatory actions of the endocrine system, which maps the communication and collaborative work among subpopulations. Hormones secreted by the endocrine system play a prominent role in immune regulation. The endocrine system completes the regulation of immune enhancement and suppression through the transmission of activator hormones (HA) and inhibitor hormones (HI).
In addition, immune memory is another important feature of the immune system. When the body is exposed to certain antigens and then contacts the same antigen again, the latent period of antibody is significantly shorter than that of initial response. Meanwhile, the immune system can produce stronger and higher affinity antibodies than the primary immunization. Using this characteristic, we can associate immune memory with the NDSs of the subpopulation. Doing so can help the subpopulation to find better solutions than the previous generation.
In IE-HCMOA, each population corresponds to an aggregation group of antibodies of immune system. Vaccine boosts the immune system to beat an antigen. Prior knowledge (i.e., solutions from another algorithm) acts as vaccines. That is, to say it can assist IE-HCMOA to seek out better solutions. The hierarchical structure is proposed to divide the function of each population. The top layer and the foundation layer establish the connection by migrating optima like immune cells. The top population situated at the top layer is mainly responsible for improving the accuracy of the solutions. The subpopulation situated at the foundation layer is responsible for exploring a larger solutions space and accelerating the convergence. They rely on hormones for communication among subpopulations, which cooperatively complete the work through the transmission of HA and HI. NDSs of subpopulations, respectively, act as HA and HI. Subpopulations adopt a variable memory capacity. The top population uses the forgetting memory mechanism and builds a two-level memory storage mode. Due to its own characteristics, the top population employs a fixed memory capacity. Details will be presented in Section III-D.
In order to better understand, the flowchart of IE-HCMOA is shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 (16) and (17) in Section III-C], personalized crossover operation is accomplished. Then execute vaccine injection based on the results of the above step. If the generation of evolution does not satisfy a certain frequency, crossover operation is performed in terms of the adaptive probability P c in (10) of Section III-A. Next, mutation operation is executed in accordance with equal probability to replace a gene. One of the replacement sets is from the vaccines library; the other is from the service providers with lower energy consumption. 6) Evaluation: It evaluates each antibody through fitness calculation and crowding distance comparison, and finds NDS of the top population. 7) Updating memory and forgetting units. 8) Cooperative Interaction of Populations: If the generation of evolution satisfies a certain frequency, the information is exchanged among subpopulations based on hormones. 9) Circulation: Turn to step 2) until the termination condition is met.
A. GRVIA
In this section, GRVIA is designed for multiobjective IoT service selection, whose effectiveness can provide the basic guarantee for subpopulation evolution of IE-HCMOA. The framework of GRVIA is explained in Fig. 4 .
1) Crossover and Correction Operation: GRVIA adopts real number coding, which represents the chosen service device, and uses multipoint crossover strategy under a dynamic crossover probability P c to get a new antibody. For each antibody a i , the first and last positions of multipoint crossover are two random numbers in the range of solution dimensions. The positions for performing multipoint crossover are generated using (9) , where Dim denotes the dimension of the decision space and rand is a random number between 0 and 1 Position = Dim * rand .
Based on the antibody's fitness, an adaptive crossover equation is designed as
where F max and F min are the maximum and minimum fitness values in all the antibodies, respectively, and F(a i ) denotes the fitness value of antibody a i under objective function f 1 . This adaptive crossover probability P c is more effective because it considers fitness value F(a i ) of each antibody. P c increases as the value of F(a i ) increases, which makes antibody a i have more opportunities to cross with good antibodies. As for correction operation, some genes are likely to be repeated in crossover and mutation process, hence they should be corrected so as to meet constraint (7) . If there are repeated numbers between the crossover bits and the rest bits, repeated numbers in the rest bits are replaced by the stochastic elements from the complementary set of 1∼N service providers and the current solution.
2) Immune Selection Operator: The computing method of immune selection operator is different from the single objective. First, the function values of the bi-objective are taken into consideration in computing the fitness probability of antibody. Second, the crowding distance of each antibody is included in the calculation of immune selection operator. Most multiobjective optimization algorithms give priority to the individuals with the better convergence value. Distribution indicator is at the secondary position. However, we fully consider the two indicators and design immune selection operator based on GR as shown in (11) . It is worth noting that GR here considers the affinity of each individual, crowding degree throughout the population and optimal weight assignment of the two parties aiming at the problem (1). The fitness of antibody is defined as the affinity between antibody k and antigen. The formula is stated in (12)
where P fitness represents the ratio, i.e., the fitness of an antibody to the sum of fitness of the entire population. P crowding denotes the crowding degree probability of antibody. It is similar to the probability of antibody concentration. The calculation method is the same. The only difference is that when the crowding distance [20] is higher, P crowding and P choose will be bigger; when the crowding distance is lower, P crowding and P choose will be smaller. Accordingly, antibodies with large crowding distance are promoted; vice are suppressed. ω and 1 − ω represent, respectively, the weight of fitness and crowding distance. ω is set as 0.7 (refer to the discussion in Section IV-E). α and β represent the weight of the affinity under the objective function f 1 and f 2 , respectively, and their values are set as 0.7 and 0.3. The sum of α (refer to the discussion in Section IV-E) and β is equal to 1.
Algorithm 1 Injecting Vaccine
Randomly generate some injection bits a ic 3
Calculate the rest bits a ir except a ic 4 a ic = vaccine best (c) 5
Calculate the rest set RestVacc of the good genes from vaccine library except vaccine best (c) 6
Obtain random order dx of RestVacc 7
for j = a ir 8
if a ij and the other bits are repetitive 9
In turn, take the value RestVacc(dx) from RestVacc and assign it to a ij until a ij and the other bits are nonredundant 10 end if 11 end for 12 end for 3) Vaccination: From a biological point of view, evolution is the process of population optimization through the selection mechanism of survival of the fittest. Immunity is a means for organisms to protect themselves through the neutralization reaction of the antibody and antigen. It has memory characteristics and can identify populations and individuals. If we treat our evolutionary algorithms as an organism, the inevitable degeneration phenomenon in the algorithm can be regarded as a foreign antigen. The algorithm uses feature information of the problem as a vaccine and then suppresses the above degradation phenomenon by injecting "vaccine" [22] . It can be regarded as a neutralization reaction process. Therefore, vaccines are used to enhance the immunity and effectively accelerate the convergence.
This paper uses NNIA [20] to test the above problem (1) . By comparing and analyzing the results, we have found that there are obvious rules and characteristics of some gene positions. Some genes are the same numbers (i.e., service providers) in some optimal solutions; meanwhile they contain numbers which focus on a specific data set. In view of this, vaccines are extracted and then injected into GRVIA to enhance the exploration of global and local optima and achieve promising performance. Here, it is necessary to note that the best vaccine individual is chosen as initial vaccine best and the vaccine library is at first built based on the data set from the optimal solutions of NNIA. The process of injecting vaccine is described in Algorithm 1. Vaccine is updated automatically in the process of GRVIA evolution, which is also drawn in Fig. 4 . Another point to note is that random 30% individuals are injected vaccine.
B. Hormonal Regulation
Multiple populations are regarded as a whole biological system, which is through endocrine regulation among populations. Dividing the population into n subpopulations can effectively maintain the diversity of individuals in the population. It can effectively avoid the immature convergence of the evolutionary computation with single population.
In IE-HCMOA, subpopulations evolve independently. When they evolve to a certain degree, i.e., satisfy a certain frequency, endocrine glands also secrete hormone to reach the amount of interaction. Hormone includes two types: 1) HA and 2) HI. HA and HI belong to hormone. HA enhances the immune function and HI suppresses the immune function. When the number of NDSs of a subpopulation Ab j is the most, this represents that the level of secreted HA of Ab j is the highest. Conversely, when the number of NDSs of a subpopulation Ab k is the fewest, the level of secreted HI of Ab k is the lowest. At this time, letting the two subgroups Ab j and Ab k to communicate together and exchange excellent individuals, which can expand the search range of the entire population and is conducive to jump out of local optimal value for the algorithm. The goal is to make the whole biological system develop toward a global equilibrium state. Subpopulations make progress together by means of cooperation to complete the evolutionary task ultimately. Using hormonal regulation mechanism of biological endocrine system and frequency control, IE-HCMOA can keep the best combination of convergence speed and population diversity, ultimately receive good results. Here, frequency control means that hormone regulation has a time interval, e.g., every five generations.
The calculation formula of hormone concentration is given in
where l j is set according to (14) , which specifies the number of NDS in subpopulation Ab j . n indicates the number of subpopulations
Number of DOMPOP entering into top population depends on H(Ab j ). NM is the size of the top population. memorySize is the current size of the memory bank. It can be set as follows:
C. Clustering
The clustering is to calculate operation probability, which makes the subsequent operations more directional and purposeful. This operation probability is determined by the gap between the antibodies and clustering centers (i.e., the NDSs). The clustering centers here are different from the central points of public understanding, which are not the centers of the geographical location but NDSs closest to axes, as shown in Fig. 5 . Solid circles mark for NDS and denote clustering centers.
Antibodies belonging to the same cluster set are classified into two categories, which are clustering center points CC and complementary set CS. Antibodies in the CC and CS follow different operators. The former is associated with the number of iterations, which decreases with the increase of the number of iterations. It is updated according to (16) . The latter determines the difference with this kind of the clustering center points. It consists of different components at the direction of the x-and y-axes, whose calculation equation is set according to (17) . For antibody a i in the CS, operators at the direction of the x and y-axes follow different (18) and (19) . The more different the values of the objective functions are, the more significant the approaching effect is. In other words, the probability of operation is greater.
From the clustering characteristics of this problem, the points in the CS are very close to those in the CC on the yaxis component. In most cases, Y op equals to one. However, to adjust dimensional consistency of Y op and X op and we expect operating on the x-axis direction is dominant, thus Y op is multiplied by a scaling factor 0.1, as indicated in (19) . When X op or Y op is equal to zero, it is uniformly reassigned to 0.02 during the evolutionary process. The reason to do so is that we expect the evolution operations to occur at a smaller probability at the direction of that equal to zero. Superscript f 1 and f 2 indicate the fitness calculation under objective function f 1 and f 2 .
Cluster analysis is applied when the populations evolve to certain degree, then a number of cluster areas can be obtained, where the cluster centers are located nearby the corresponding Pareto front (PF). If clustering is too often, it not only increases the computation cost but also may not receive the desired results because the solutions have not yet evolved to maturity.
The clustering algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. Let |NONPOP| and |DOMPOP| be the current size of NONPOP and DOMPOP. n cluster is the threshold for performing clustering which is set as 3. When |NONPOP| is equal to 1 or 2, the diversity of NDS is too little. In such a situation, clustering does not make sense and costs computation time.
D. Forgetting Memory Mechanism
Most algorithms consider memory performance and few consider forgetting characteristics. Ebbinghaus [52] had discovered forgetting is regular. The process of forgetting is first very fast; after that, it gradually slows down. He had confirmed that the traces of human memory will fade over time. Finally, it cannot be retrieved or identified so that our memories cannot be reproduced. The human forgetting memory mechanism was successfully introduced into the algorithms [53] - [55] .
There are two motivations for using the forgetting memory mechanism. First, as is known to all, human memory is fading as time passes, but something that has been forgotten may be recalled when similar scenario appears again. Second, the antibodies remain in the body for about three weeks. After that, they will disappear in order to make room for the new antibodies.
Since the top population consists of some antibodies of several subpopulations in IE-HCMOA, updating the top population is regularly needed during evolution. In order to make the algorithm more robust, we only let high-level memory bear this responsibility. And a certain amount of fixed memory capacity is needed to maintain the guiding force. However, aiming at the multiobjective optimization problem, the choice of solutions within the memory capacity is also a problem. In view of this, using human forgetting memory mechanism, two levels memory storage mechanism is designed for the choice problem of solutions to achieve promising performance.
Specific algorithm of the forgetting memory mechanism is described in Algorithm 3.
In Algorithm 3, FMSize denotes the fixed memory capacity. FFSize indicates fixed temporary forgetting capacity (TFC).
Let memorySize and forgetSize be the current size. When the contents of the memory bank overflow, the overflowed memories are moved into TFC. The first-level of memory adopts the queue storage mode following the principle of first-in-firstout. Or it could be called rolling memory. The second-level of memory, i.e., temporary forgetting unit, adopts competitive probability model to evaluate either a stay or a permanent forgotten. The formulas of competitive probability model are as shown in
prob(a i ) = max prob(a i ) f m , m = 1, 2.
All the solutions in the TFC are sorted according to the values of the objective function f m in descending order, respectively, and their corresponding index values are obtained. prob(a i ) f m of antibody a i is calculated according to (20) . Then, by comparing two probabilities prob(a i ) f m of a i , the maximum value is taken as the final competitive probability of a i . Finally, the choice of solutions is implemented from lines 13 and 14 in Algorithm 3.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH APPLICATION
TO AGRICULTURAL IOT SERVICE In order to validate the practicability and effectiveness of IE-HCMOA, it is applied to the field of agricultural IoT service scenarios.
For the agriculture greenhouse control system based on IoT, all kinds of sensors are set for monitoring the growth of all kinds of vegetables and fruits. There are temperature sensors, humidity sensors, soil moisture sensors, nutrient elements sensors, and carbon dioxide sensors, which are used to measure environment of temperature, relative humidity, soil water content, soil nutrient, carbon dioxide concentration, and other physical parameters. Monitored data are gathered, analyzed, and processed. We regard the processed data which meets certain conditions as service requests. In this agricultural IoT scenario, there are some equipment, such as irrigation machine, fertilizer applicator, and pesticide spraying machine. We regard them as service providers. The question to be solved is that the algorithm designed should be able to select the best matching services for multiple requests to make the total cost and service time minimal.
Agricultural IoT [56] is different from common network, which is subject to geographical restrictions. For example, the arm length of the service device is limited. If the obtained solution (service provider) is beyond its service range, this service scheme is meaningless. Thus, based on the features of deployment costs and service practices in actual agricultural IoT, the following simulation scale must be suitable, and all the matching services are within their service ranges.
A. Experimental Setting
In order to test the performance of the algorithm, we conduct two test cases, respectively. We call them as case 1 and case 2. In case 1, an agricultural IoT area (160×160) is designated. The number of sensor nodes (i.e., service requests) is set to 200 so as to ensure sufficient requests. In addition, the number of agricultural IoT device nodes (i.e., service providers) is set to 200. The coordinates of requests and services are randomly generated. The number of service requests is uncertain in the context of the actual agricultural IoT scenarios. In this test case, we assume that the number of random service requests belonging to the same type is 20 and service facilities are all available at that moment in the current agricultural IoT service system. That is, to say the system will respond to these 20 requests and select 20 optimal service providers to complete corresponding tasks of watering or fertilizing. From the perspective of algorithms, they try to find smaller objective function values and wider distribution of the PF. In case 2, an agricultural IoT area (240×240) is designated. The number of sensor nodes is set to 300 and the number of agricultural IoT device nodes is set to 300. Similarly, the number of random service requests belonging to the same type is assumed to be 30 and service facilities are all available at that moment. The compared algorithms are the two different kinds of excellent algorithms: 1) NSGA-II [57] and 2) NNIA [20] . The maximum generations of each algorithm are set to 800 generations. Each algorithm stops until the output does not change for 15 consecutive generations. The setting of the parameter values is given in Table I . Based on our pilot studies, the parameters setting of each algorithm are the most appropriate values, which are obtained through numerous experiments when each algorithm, respectively, achieves the optimal performance. The hypervolume (HV) is adopted in the pilot studies for setting the parameters.
B. Performance Metric
HV [58] indicator is a kind of comprehensive performance evaluation method in the EMO area. Evaluation results can reflect convergence and diversity of the solution set. Most of the current evaluation methods must know the PF of multiobjective optimization problem in advance. However, PF is often unknown in practical problems. Nevertheless, HV is a suitable evaluation for unknown PF. In addition, it is the indicator which is Pareto-compliant [59] . In other words, if a solutions set S is better than another set S', HV value of the S is higher than that of S'. It measures the volume of solutions that is dominated by the approximation set, which is defined as follows:
where n PF is the number of nondominated vector. For individual i in the NDS, v i is HV formed by the reference point and the member i. In order to reflect the scope of change of HV value more accurately, we adopt an improved indicator, i.e., HV ratio (HVR) [60] whose definition is HVR = HV(PF known ) HV(PF true )
where HV(PF true ) is the HV formed by optimal PF. When the solution set is close to the true PF and has a relatively uniform and extensive distribution, the corresponding HV value is larger. The obtained best PF of the above compared algorithms is used as an approximation of the actual PF. Selection of the reference point is determined according to the maximum values of f 1 and f 2 in all independent runs. Its value is slightly larger than the maximum values. In the calculation of HV of the following two cases, reference points are (24.5, 40.1) and (63.5, 40.1), respectively.
C. Simulation Results of Case 1
We made 30 independent runs. The experiment results based on the same conditions are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and Tables II and III, respectively. 1) Comprehensive Experimental Results: The experimental results of the algorithms are presented and analyzed in Table II .
It displays the values of the two extreme points, which are minimum total cost of service (f 1 ) and minimum service time (f 2 ). They characterize the accuracy of the algorithms and the interval of the solution distribution. Meanwhile, the number of NDS is compared, which is a clear demonstration of the ability of the algorithms to search the feasible solutions. In order to make the comparison more clearly, the average, best, worst, and variance are listed, respectively. It can be seen that the average results obtained by IE-HCMOA are better than those of the other algorithms from Table II . As for minimum value of function f 1 , the average value (10.5922) of IE-HCMOA is lower than the other three algorithms. As for minimum value of function f 2 , all these algorithms get the same results (10.0000) except NNIA. However, in the case of the same minimum (10.0000), corresponding f 1 value of IE-HCMOA is the lowest (14.3766). On the average values, the suboptimal is GRVIA. From the "Best," it is clear that the searched solutions of IE-HCMOA are the most excellent. From the "Worst," the minf 1 obtained by GRVIA is the lowest; the minf 2 obtained by IE-HCMOA is superior to those obtained by other algorithms. From the variance of column attributes minf 1 , minf 2 , and Num NDS, GRVIA is the best and IE-HCMOA takes the second place. That is, because the ability of GRVIA to explore better solutions is limited and tends to be stable. And the explored solution space of IE-HCMOA is larger, thus it is slightly inferior in terms of variance. Despite this, from the respective of variance of Num NDS, robustness of IE-HCMOA is superior to that of NNIA and NSGA-II. It is observed that the Num NDS of IE-HCMOA is the most among these algorithms, which is due to the effective evolutionary strategies in IE-HCMOA, including the endocrine-based regulation mechanism, cooperative evolutionary mechanism among multiple subpopulations and top population, and also confirms better search ability of IE-HCMOA.
2) Comparison of Pareto Front: In order to visualize the data of Table II , we, respectively, choose the best result for each algorithm in 30 runs. Selection rules are as follows. In the solutions sets with optimal or suboptimal Num NDS, select the one with optimal Pareto front.
As shown in Fig. 6 , from each PF of the compared algorithms, it is observed that IE-HCMOA has the best convergence performance, while GRVIA the second, NNIA the third, and NSGA-II the last. IE-HCMOA can find the service with the minimum total cost and service time. From the above results, we conclude that the proposed algorithms can provide optimal service selection strategies in agricultural IoT systems.
3) Comparison of Hypervolume Ratio:
Box chart can reflect the distribution of HVRs indicators. Fig. 7 gives the box plots for the HVRs on the random requests described above. From minimum value, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum value, IE-HCMOA performs remarkably better than the other compared algorithms, GRVIA, NNIA, and NSGA-II. This fully demonstrates the effectiveness of the strategies proposed in this paper. From left to right, medians marked by red line are 0.7596, 0.7405, 0.9696, and 0.9755, respectively. Although, the accuracy of minf 2 obtained by NNIA is better than that of NSGA-II from Table II and Fig. 6 , the median obtained by NNIA is slightly lower than that of NSGA-II in Fig. 7 . The reason is that, on the diversity of solutions, NNIA is slightly worse than NSGA-II, which also proves that the HV indicator is a comprehensive evaluation of the convergence and diversity. Table III while all the algorithms are equally convergent. As indicated in the results, NSGA-II takes the longest and average iterations are the most (343 generations). IE-HCMOA takes an average of 11.8180 s. After all, it employs the method of multiple populations and spends time on back and forth communication among populations. It is worthwhile to spend a little more time in exchange for lower service costs and service time if IE-HCMOA is to be applied to actual agricultural IoT.
4) Average Computing Time: The average computing time is listed in
D. Simulation Results of Case 2
The method used in this section is identical to case 1 above, but the test case is changed to 300 device nodes and 30 random requests. Therefore, the method is no longer restated in this section. Thirty independent runs are made.
1) Comprehensive Experimental Results: The experimental results of the algorithms are presented and analyzed in Table IV. From the "Average," "Best," and "Worst," minf 1 and minf 2 of IE-HCMOA are the lowest in the four algorithms. Thus, IE-HCMOA achieves the best convergence performance. GRVIA ranks the second. From Num NDS, the diversity of solutions of IE-HCMOA is also superior to that of the other algorithms. From "Variance" of column attributes minf 1 , minf 2 , and Num NDS, variance values of minf 2 and Num NDS obtained by IE-HCMOA are the lowest, which demonstrates the robustness of IE-HCMOA is also the best. Let us contrast Num NDS index in two cases from the above results as shown in Tables II and IV. The average of the Num NDS of IE-HCMOA is the best but the variance ranks the second in case 1. The average of the Num NDS obtained by IE-HCMOA is the biggest and the variance is the smallest in case 2. Thus, we conclude that IE-HCMOA is better than the other three algorithms in terms of diversity or robustness in case 2. On the other hand, IE-HCMOA performs better on a larger scale.
2) Comparison of Pareto Front: PFs of the best results for each algorithm in 30 runs are as shown in Fig. 8 . IE-HCMOA ranks the first in the convergence performance. GRVIA gets the second best performance. However, solutions distribution of NSGA-II is the widest from this green curve. But when its service time reaches minimum, total cost is too large. From the point of view of practical application, too much cost in exchange for the minimum service time may not be accepted.
3) Comparison of Hypervolume Ratio: Fig. 9 shows HVR values of four algorithms. Obviously, IE-HCMOA performs remarkably better than GRVIA, NNIA, and NSGA-II. No matter in case 1 or 2, HVRs of IE-HCMOA are the best, which fully demonstrates its strongest exploration ability. HVR of GRVIA ranks the second, which indicates that PFs found by single population are not better than those found by multiple subpopulations (IE-HCMOA) in this problem. Moreover, the fluctuation range of the solutions of NNIA is the largest and median is the lowest from Fig. 9 , thus it is concluded that NNIA has the worst HVR performance in case 2.
4) Average Computing Time:
The average computing time is listed in Table V . As can be seen from Table V , NSGA-II still takes the longest and average iterations are the most (482 generations). Although it runs to convergence, it is not applicable in practical applications, because the problem scenario in this paper is a real-time constrained online optimization problem. Average computing time of IE-HCMOA is 30.4422 s. It is perfectly acceptable in the agricultural IoT service scenarios.
E. Sensitivity Analysis
To understand the influence of the parameter settings on the performance of IE-HCMOA, we conducted a set of experiments for sensitivity analysis. ω is varied over the set {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} and α is varied over the set {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. HV is used to measure the performance of each setting averaged over 100 independent runs. The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 10 . For the same ω value, results obtained when α ≥ 0.5 are generally better than that when α = 0.1 or α = 0.3. From Fig. 10 , it can be clearly observed that the results obtained when ω = 0.5, α = 0.9 and ω = 0.7, α = 0.7 are the most competitive. Finally, ω = 0.7 and α = 0.7 are adopted since the HV value resulting from this setting is slightly better.
As for the size of subpopulation, Fig. 11 gives the box plots of the HV for different sizes (i.e., 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100) over 100 independent runs. As shown in Fig. 11 , IE-HCMOA works well with a subpopulation size of 100. Overall, the performance of IE-HCMOA improves as the subpopulation size increases.
The mutation rate used in IE-HCMOA is based on the optimal setting for GRVIA. Fig. 12 gives the box plots of the HV results obtained by GRVIA with different mutation rates. GRVIA can achieve statistically better results when the mutation rate is set to 0.4.
Note, however, that the parameters may need be further tuned if IE-HCMOA is employed to solve other problems.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we build a multiobjective optimization model between the service providers and multiple requests in the IoT service scenarios. In order to explore the optimal total cost and service time, IE-HCMOA is proposed, which uses human immune-endocrine mechanism and forgetting memory mechanism. In IE-HCMOA, GRVIA is designed as a kind method of GR with vaccine to choose superior antibodies, which has stronger ability of detection than NNIA and NSGA-II. Meanwhile, clustering adopted in the top population makes the operations more directional and purposeful, and it can be used to guide searching and realize self-adaptive searching. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can obtain the best Pareto, strong exploration ability, and excellent performance.
Our future work includes developing a generic algorithm to deal with more complex dynamic situations under the environment of IoT service, and joining the transmission time to the model proposed, which will make the model more perfect. Moreover, the implementation of the algorithms on an actual agricultural IoT environment or other fields is necessary. Her current research interests include computational intelligence, evolutionary optimization, and intelligent Internet of Things.
